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IN THIS ISSUE...

- 2023 IADR General Session pre-registration deadline extended to June 1
- Register now for the First Congress of the IADR Mexican Division
- IADR Intervenes at UN Multi-Stakeholder Hearing on Universal Health Coverage

Stay up to date on all the latest and greatest research! The 2023 IADR/LAR General Session & Exhibition with WCPD will feature the IADR Academy, Focused Learning Sessions, Hands-on...
Workshops, Keynote Addresses, Symposia, WCPD Symposia, Satellite Symposia, and more. Visit our [Featured Presentations page](#) for the complete list.

Housing

[Click here](#) to browse the recommended hotel options for your stay in Bogotá and information on how to book. Act quickly as space is filling up fast!

Travel & Visa Information

If you need a visa and have not yet begun the [application process](#), we recommend you do so immediately. All registered delegates can request a visa invitation letter from IADR upon request. Please note that even if you apply online, the stamping of your passport must take place in person at a Colombian consulate. [Check to see if you need a visa](#).

Questions? Email us at [registration@iadr.org](mailto:registration@iadr.org).

Health and Safety Requirements
All attendees must be fully vaccinated against COVID-19 by the date of their first day of attending the General Session or associated venues. Proof of vaccination must be uploaded to the official SafeExpo page no later than June 16.

All attendees will be required to follow current COVID-19 protocols in place at the country and local levels, including the event venue, as of the first day of the General Session. Travelers to Colombia must complete the Check-Mig form within 72 hours of boarding an inbound or outbound flight.

More information can be found on the Health and Safety page.

Tours and Attractions

The following optional tours are available to General Session attendees and have pick-ups close to the Ágora Convention Center.

- Plaza de Bolivar and Cerro de Monserrate
- Panoramic Tour of Plaza de Bolivar and the Gold Museum
- Coffee Tasting in Matuca
- Grafitour

Payment for the tours is the responsibility of each attendee. For information and details on how to schedule a tour, please click on the links provided or email meetings@iadrl.org.
1er Congreso de la Asociación Internacional para la Investigación en Odontología (IADR)
División Mexicana 2023
Sede: Hotel Iberostar Riviera Maya

Entidades invitadas

Evento Híbrido

Learn More
Register Now

IADR COMMUNITY

ASK ME ANYTHING (AMA)

TOPIC: Research Ethics & Integrity
DATE: May 24, 2023 at 1 p.m. EDT (UTC-04:00)
WHERE: IADR Community Discussion Thread
EXPERT: Eric Everett
Professor, Division of Oral and Craniofacial Health Sciences
Adams School of Dentistry
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Have questions? Ask them by emailing communityadmin@iadr.org by May 23, 2023.
Johns Hopkins Global Health Systems Summer Institute Courses

The Department of International Health at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health is hosting a Global Health Systems Summer Institute. The Institute is a great opportunity for early- to mid-career public health professionals to expand their skill sets and improve job performance. Choose from 23 short-term global courses from June 5–30, 2023, most of which are offered online. Topics include global health technology and innovation, health economics, primary health care, global health entrepreneurship, health systems strengthening, the private sector and global health, health systems management, health policy, health financing, and more.

View the complete schedule and course descriptions.

IADR CED/Scandinavian Divisions Host Oral Health Research Congress

The 2023 Oral Health Research Congress in Rhodes, Greece will feature a broad scientific program, consisting of state-of-the-art symposia, outstanding keynote lectures, as well as oral & poster presentations by researchers from Europe and beyond. The event is organized by the Continental European Division (CED-IADR) together with the Scandinavian Division (NOF) of IADR.

Save the date: September 21-23

Learn more at: https://ced-iadr2023.com/
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IADR Intervenes at United Nations Multi-Stakeholder Hearing on Universal Health Coverage

IADR participated in the UHC hearing as well as in a series of relevant side-meetings along with other stakeholders including civil society organizations, philanthropic foundations, academia, medical associations, the private sector, and broader communities such as the NCD Alliance, UHC2030, and the Health Caribbean Coalition.

The hearing was divided into an opening segment, two panels – UHC as a Driver to Accelerate Health for All and From UHC Commitment to Actions and Accountability – and a closing segment. There was also an opportunity for all relevant stakeholders to provide verbal interventions that contribute to the ongoing preparatory process for the High-Level Meetings, with a focus on the current state of efforts and top needs to accelerate response.

IADR was granted the opportunity to provide a verbal intervention (on behalf of both IADR and the FDI World Dental Federation) that emphasized that health systems can only be strengthened for UHC by including oral health care services and financing mechanisms that reimburse oral disease prevention and treatment.

View the video of the IADR/FDI intervention here (circa 2:35:45).

---

Submit Your Nominations for IADR Leadership Positions

Help determine the future direction of IADR! We are currently seeking nominations for several different positions of volunteer leadership. Click on the links below to view the details on who is eligible, how to submit a nomination, and deadlines.

- IADR Vice President [https://www.iadr.org/IADR-Nominations](https://www.iadr.org/IADR-Nominations)
- IADR Committees [www.iadr.org/IADRCommittees](www.iadr.org/IADRCommittees)
- Scientific Group/Network Officers [https://www.iadr.org/Group-Network-Nomination](https://www.iadr.org/Group-Network-Nomination)
Access Exclusive Content on the IADR Webinar & Continuing Education Library

Log in to the My IADR Portal to access the platform, view content, and earn CE credits! Browse upcoming live webinars in the Events tab and view available recorded sessions and courses for upcoming webinars in the Courses tab.

Featured Content:

- Traditional Medicine to Relieve Hyposalivation
- The Next Generation in Regeneration - Bioengineering-driven Approaches
- Optimal Conduct and Report of Randomized Controlled Trials in Cariology

IN MEMORIAM

We are saddened by the loss of Arthur Veis, longtime member of IADR, who passed away on April 23.

Veis was a professor emeritus in Cell & Developmental Biology at the Feinberg School of Medicine and Northwestern University, where he received his Ph.D. His research focused on the mechanisms of biomineralization in bones and teeth, and the role of non-collagenous “SIBLING” proteins in regulation of mineral placement in collagen matrices.

Read the full obituary here.

DONATE
Thank you in advance for your investment in IADR!

**FUTURE MEETINGS**

**May 22-24, 2023**
1st Congress of the IADR Mexican Division  
Riviera Maya, Mexico

**May 29 – June 1, 2023**
ACTA Saliva Symposium  
Egmond aan Zee, The Netherlands

**June 21-25, 2023**
101st General Session & Exhibition of the IADR  
9th Meeting of the Latin American Region  
12th World Congress on Preventive Dentistry  
Bogotá, Colombia
REGISTER NOW!

**September 27-29, 2023**
62nd Annual Scientific Meeting of the IADR ANZ Division  
Sydney, Australia

**March 13-16, 2024**
102nd General Session & Exhibition of the IADR
53rd Meeting of the AADOCR
48th Meeting of the CADR
New Orleans, LA, USA

Click here to see all future IADR Division/Region/Section meetings.
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